
The Safe-linK Range

Developed by Advanced Pneumatic Technology, the “Safe-linK” SK-30 is specifically 

designed to address the issues raised in interviews with larger retail outlets.

Electro Mechanical systems need regular service but the concerns expressed by 

managers is the constant failures and blockages mainly due to accidental errors by staff 

that results in emergency service calls to clear & reset systems.

£-millions are spent of emergency callouts due to the low-level technology in Cash 

Tube systems  

We developed the solutions from the reported problems and eliminated 90% of all 

reported failures with new software controls. The “Safe-linK” SK-30 brings a new set of 

market standards in control system sophistication to the multi-point, Automatic Dispatch 

Cash Tube system.

Suitable for use from 2 to 30 Sending Stations per line and the option of a cabinet 

station in the cash office, or direct delivery to a safe, we believe we have exclusively, the 

smartest Cash Tube System in the market with Automatic Dispatch.

Smart and Secure Peace of Mind



The Safe-linK Range
Smart and Secure Peace of Mind

“If I receive a £50 note in payment I will never give it out in change, so why keep it in the till? Send it 

to the safe with “Safe-linK” – Customer Comment

SK-1 is a one-way Air Tube system that is designed to assist cashiers in removing surplus cash from 

the till and delivering it directly into the safe in a secure part of the premises by vacuum.

Depending on individual needs Safe-link is available in a choice of 50, 63 or 90 mm diameter 

tubing. The standard ST-1 Kit Safe is £4K rated, but we also stock a full range of New & Pre-Used 

Safes Insurance Rated form £10k to £150k that will serve the majority of needs.

Cash Management at tills is paramount for every retailer. Walking to the office to secure money is 

time consuming and risky, Safe-linK reduces the risk and saves the time. “Safe-linK” capital 

expenditure is low, competitive to the benefits and will repay the investment many times over 

during its long and reliable lifecycle

The “Safe-linK” SK-12 is designed as a Middle-Ground system to serve the needs of the mid-sized 

retailer, Cinemas, Hardware Stores, etc. 

It is a Multi-Station system but without the Automatic Dispatch Function. It is available with Service 

Poles in Colours to match the Store Design and is very popular in the Spar, Super Value and Co-Op 

size stores.

The “Safe-linK” SK-12 is available with the full range of safes to the clients requirements


